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1 IntroductionThe goal of an information retrieval system is to locate relevant documents in response toa user's query. Documents are typically retrieved as a ranked list, where the ranking isbased on estimations of relevance [5]. The retrieval model for an information retrieval sys-tem speci�es how documents and queries are represented, and how these representations arecompared to produce relevance estimates. The performance of the system is evaluated withrespect to standard test collections that provide a set of queries, a set of documents, and aset of relevance judgments that indicate which documents are relevant to each query. Thesejudgments are provided by the users who supply the queries, and serve as a standard forevaluating performance. Information retrieval research is concerned with �nding represent-ations and methods of comparison that will accurately discriminate between relevant andnon-relevant documents.Many retrieval systems represent documents and queries by the words they contain, andbase the comparison on the number of words they have in common. The more words thequery and document have in common, the higher the document is ranked; this is referred toas a `coordination match'. Performance is improved by weighting query and document wordsusing frequency information from the collection and individual document texts [27].There are two problems with using words to represent the content of documents. The �rstproblem is that words are ambiguous, and this ambiguity can cause documents to be retrievedthat are not relevant. Consider the following description of a search that was performed usingthe keyword \AIDS":Unfortunately, not all 34 [references] were about AIDS, the disease. The ref-erences included \two helpful aids during the �rst three months after total hipreplacement", and \aids in diagnosing abnormal voiding patterns". [17]One response to this problem is to use phrases to reduce ambiguity (e.g., specifying`hearing aids' if that is the desired sense) [27]. It is not always possible, however, to providephrases in which the word occurs only with the desired sense. In addition, the requirementfor phrases imposes a signi�cant burden on the user.The second problem is that a document can be relevant even though it does not use thesame words as those that are provided in the query. The user is generally not interested inretrieving documents with exactly the same words, but with the concepts that those wordsrepresent. Retrieval systems address this problem by expanding the query words using relatedwords from a thesaurus [27]. The relationships described in a thesaurus, however, are reallybetween word senses rather than words. For example, the word `term' could be synonymouswith `word' (as in a vocabulary term), `sentence' (as in a prison term), or `condition' (as2



in `terms of agreement'). If we expand the query with words from a thesaurus, we must becareful to use the right senses of those words. We not only have to know the sense of theword in the query (in this example, the sense of the word `term'), but the sense of the wordthat is being used to augment it (e.g., the appropriate sense of the word `sentence') [7].1It is possible that representing documents by word senses, rather than words, will improveretrieval performance. Word senses represent more of the semantics of the text, and theyprovide a basis for exploring lexical semantic relationships such as synonymy and antonymy,which are important in the construction of thesauri. Very little is known, however, about thequantitative aspects of lexical ambiguity. In this paper, we describe experiments designed todiscover the degree of lexical ambiguity in information retrieval test collections, and the utilityof word senses for discriminating between relevant and non-relevant documents. The datafrom these experiments will also provide guidance in the design of algorithms for automaticdisambiguation.In these experiments, word senses are taken from a machine readable dictionary. Diction-aries vary widely in the information they contain and the number of senses they describe. Atone extreme we have pocket dictionaries with about 35,000-45,000 senses, and at the other theOxford English Dictionary with over 500,000 senses, and in which a single entry can go on forseveral pages. Even large dictionaries will not contain an exhaustive listing of all of a word'ssenses; a word can be used in a technical sense speci�c to a particular �eld, and new wordsare constantly entering the language. It is important, however, that the dictionary containa variety of information that can be used to distinguish the word senses. The dictionary weare using in our research, the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) [25],has the following information associated with its senses: part of speech, subcategorization,2morphology, semantic restrictions, and subject classi�cation.3 The latter two are only presentin the machine-readable version.In the following section, we discuss previous research that has been done on lexical ambi-guity and its relevance to information retrieval. This includes work on the types of ambiguityand algorithms for word sense disambiguation. In section 3, we present and analyze the res-ults of a series of experiments on lexical ambiguity in information retrieval test collections.1Salton recommends that a thesaurus should be coded for ambiguous words, but only for those senseslikely to appear in the collections to be treated ([26], pp. 28{29). However, it is not always easy to makesuch judgments, and it makes the retrieval system speci�c to particular subject areas. The thesauri that arecurrently used in retrieval systems do not take word senses into account.2This refers to subclasses of grammatical categories such as transitive versus intransitive verbs.3Not all senses have all of this information associated with them. Also, some information, such as part ofspeech and morphology, is associated with the overall headword rather than just the sense.3



2 Previous Research on Lexical Ambiguity2.1 Types of Lexical AmbiguityThe literature generally divides lexical ambiguity into two types: syntactic and semantic [31].Syntactic ambiguity refers to di�erences in syntactic category (e.g. play can occur as either anoun or a verb). Semantic ambiguity refers to di�erences in meaning, and is further brokendown into homonymy or polysemy, depending on whether or not the meanings are related.The bark of a dog versus the bark of a tree is an example of homonymy; opening a door versusopening a book is an example of polysemy. Syntactic and semantic ambiguity are orthogonal,since a word can have related meanings in di�erent categories (`He will review the reviewwhen he gets back from vacation'), or unrelated meanings in di�erent categories (`Can yousee the can?').Although there is a theoretical distinction between homonomy and polysemy, it is notalways easy to tell them apart in practice. What determines whether the senses are related?Dictionaries group senses based on part-of-speech and etymology, but as mentioned above,senses can be related even though they di�er in syntactic category. Senses may also be relatedetymologically, but be perceived as distinct at the present time (e.g., the `cardinal' of a churchand `cardinal' numbers are etymologically related). It also is not clear how the relationship ofsenses a�ects their role in information retrieval. Although senses which are unrelated mightbe more useful for separating relevant from non-relevant documents, we found a number ofinstances in which related senses also acted as good discriminators (e.g., `West Germany'versus `The West').2.2 Automatic DisambiguationA number of approaches have been taken to word sense disambiguation. Small used a pro-cedural approach in the Word Experts system [30]: words are considered experts of their ownmeaning and resolve their senses by passing messages between themselves. Cottrell resolvedsenses using connectionism [9], and Hirst and Hayes made use of spreading activation andsemantic networks [18], [16].Perhaps the greatest di�culty encountered by previous work was the e�ort required toconstruct a representation of the senses. Because of the e�ort required, most systems haveonly dealt with a small number of words and a subset of their senses. Small's Word ExpertParser only contained Word Experts for a few dozen words, and Hayes' work only focusedon disambiguating nouns. Another shortcoming is that very little work has been done ondisambiguating large collections of real-world text. Researchers have instead argued for theadvantages of their systems based on theoretical grounds and shown how they work over a4



selected set of examples. Although information retrieval test collections are small comparedto real world databases, they are still orders of magnitude larger than single sentence ex-amples. Machine-readable dictionaries give us a way to temporarily avoid the problem ofrepresentation of senses.4 Instead the work can focus on how well information about theoccurrence of a word in context matches with the information associated with its senses.It is currently not clear what kinds of information will prove most useful for disambig-uation. In particular it is not clear what kinds of knowledge will be required that are notcontained in a dictionary. In the sentence `John left a tip', the word `tip' might mean a gra-tuity or a piece of advice. Cullingford and Pazzani cite this as an example in which scriptsare needed for disambiguation [11]. There is little data, however, about how often such acase occurs, how many scripts would be involved, or how much e�ort is required to constructthem. We might be able to do just as well via the use of word co-occurrences (the gratuitysense of tip is likely to occur in the same context as `restaurant', `waiter', `menu', etc.). Thatis, we might be able to use the words that could trigger a script without actually making useof one.Word co-occurrences are a very e�ective source of information for resolving ambiguity, aswill be shown by experiments described in section 3. They also form the basis for one of theearliest disambiguation systems, which was developed by Weiss in the context of informationretrieval [34]. Words are disambiguated via two kinds of rules: template rules and contextualrules. There is one set of rules for each word to be disambiguated. Template rules look atthe words that co-occur within two words of the word to be disambiguated; contextual rulesallow a range of �ve words and ignore a subset of the closed class words (words such asdeterminers, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.). In addition, template rules are ordered beforecontextual rules. Within each class, rules are manually ordered by their frequency of successat determining the correct sense of the ambiguous word. A word is disambiguated by tryingeach rule in the rule set for the word, starting with the �rst rule in the set and continuing witheach rule in turn until the co-occurrence speci�ed by the rule is satis�ed. For example, theword `type' has a rule that indicates if it is followed by the word `of' then it has the meaning`kind' (a template rule); if `type' co-occurs within �ve words of the word `pica' or `print', it isgiven a printing interpretation (a contextual rule). Weiss conducted two sets of experiments:one on �ve words that occurred in the queries of a test collection on documentation, andone on three words, but with a version of the system that learned the rules. Weiss felt thatdisambiguation would be more useful for question answering than strict information retrieval,4We will eventually have to deal with word sense representation because of problems associated withdictionaries being incomplete, and because they maymake toomany distinctions; these are important researchissues in lexical semantics. For more discussion on this see [21].5



but would become more necessary as databases became larger and more general.Word collocation was also used in several other disambiguation e�orts. Black comparedcollocation with an approach based on subject-area codes and found collocation to be moree�ective [6]. Dahlgren used collocation as one component of a multi-phase disambiguationsystem (she also used syntax and `common sense knowledge' based on the results of psycholin-guistic studies) [12]. Atkins examined the reliability of collocation and syntax for identifyingthe senses of the word `danger' in a large corpus [3]; she found that they were reliable indicat-ors of a particular sense for approximately 70% of the word instances she examined. Finally,Choueka and Lusignan showed that people can often disambiguate words with only a fewwords of context (frequently only one word is needed) [8].Syntax is also an important source of information for disambiguation. Along with thework of Dahlgren and Atkins, it has also been used by Kelly and Stone for content analysisin the social sciences [20], and by Earl for machine translation [13]. The latter work wasprimarily concerned with subcategorization (distinctions within a syntactic category), butalso included semantic categories as part of the patterns associated with various words. Earland her colleagues noticed that the patterns could be used for disambiguation, and speculatedthat they might be used in information retrieval to help determine better phrases for indexing.Finally, the redundancy in a text can be a useful source of information. The words `bat',`ball', `pitcher', and `base' are all ambiguous and can be used in a variety of contexts, butcollectively they indicate a single context and particular meanings. These ideas have beendiscussed in the literature for a long time ([2], [24]) but have only recently been exploited incomputerized systems. All of the e�orts rely on the use of a thesaurus, either explicitly, as inthe work of Bradley and Liaw (cf. [28]), or implicitly, as in the work of Slator [29]. The basicidea is to compute a histogram over the classes of a thesaurus; for each word in a document,a counter is incremented for each thesaurus class in which the word is a member. The toprated thesaurus classes are then used to provide a bias for which senses of the words arecorrect. Bradley and Liaw use Roget's Third International Thesaurus, and Slator uses thesubject codes associated with senses in the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English(LDOCE).5Machine readable dictionaries have also been used in two other disambiguation systems.Lesk, using the Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary,6 takes a simple approach to dis-ambiguation: words are disambiguated by counting the overlap between words used in the5These codes are only present in the machine readable version.6Lesk also tried the same experiments with the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary and the CollinsEnglish Dictionary; while he did not �nd any signi�cant di�erences, he speculated that the longer de�nitionsused in the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) might yield better results. Later work by Becker on the NewOED indicated that Lesk's algorithm did not perform as well as expected [4].6



de�nitions of the senses [23]. For example, the word `pine' can have two senses: a tree, orsadness (as in `pine away'), and the word `cone' may be a geometric structure, or a fruit ofa tree. Lesk's program computes the overlap between the senses of `pine' and `cone', and�nds that the senses meaning `tree' and `fruit of a tree' have the most words in common.Lesk gives a success rate of �fty to seventy percent in disambiguating the words over a smallcollection of text.Wilks performed a similar experiment using the Longman dictionary [35]. Rather thanjust counting the overlap of words, all the words in the de�nition of a particular sense of someword are grouped into a vector. To determine the sense of a word in a sentence, a vector ofwords from the sentence is compared to the vectors constructed from the sense de�nitions.The word is assigned the sense corresponding to the most similar vector. Wilks manuallydisambiguated all occurrences of the word `bank' within LDOCE according to the senses ofits de�nition and compared this to the results of the vector matching. Of the 197 occurrencesof `bank', the similarity match correctly assigned 45 percent of them to the correct sense; thecorrect sense was in the top three senses 85 percent of the time.Because information retrieval systems handle large text databases (megabytes for a testcollection, and gigabytes/terabytes for an operational system), the correct sense will neverbe known for most of the words encountered. This is due to the simple fact that no humanbeing will ever provide such con�rmation. In addition, it is not always clear just what the`correct sense' is. In disambiguating the occurrences of `bank' within the Longman dictionary,Wilks found a number of cases where none of the senses was clearly `the right one' [35]. Inthe information retrieval context, however, it may not be necessary to identify the singlecorrect sense of a word; retrieval e�ectiveness may be improved by ruling out as many of theincorrect word senses as possible, and giving a high weight to the senses most likely to becorrect.Another factor to consider is that the dictionary may sometimes make distinctions thatare not necessarily useful for a particular application. For example, consider the senses forthe word `term' in the Longman dictionary. Seven of the senses are for a noun, and one isfor a verb. Of the seven noun senses, �ve refer to periods of time; one has the meaning `avocabulary item'; and one has the meaning `a component of a mathematical expression'. Itmay only be important to distinguish the four classes (three noun and one verb), with the�ve `period of time' senses being collapsed into one. The experiments in this paper providesome insight into the important sense distinctions for information retrieval.As we mentioned at the start of this section, a major problem with previous approacheshas been the e�ort required to develop a lexicon. Dahlgren is currently conducting tests ona 6,000 word corpus based on six articles from the Wall Street Journal. Development of7



the lexicon (which includes entries for 5,000 words)7 took 8 man-years of e�ort (Dahlgren,personal communication). This e�ort did not include a representation for all of the sensesfor those words, only the senses that actually occurred in the corpora she has been studying.While a signi�cant part of this time was devoted to a one-time design e�ort, a substantialamount of time is still required for adding new words.The research described above has not provided many experimental results. Several re-searchers did not provide any experimental evidence, and the rest only conducted experimentson a small collection of text, a small number of words, and/or a restricted range of senses.Although some work has been done with information retrieval collections (e.g., [34]), disam-biguation was only done for the queries. None of the previous work has provided evidencethat disambiguation would be useful in separating relevant from non-relevant documents. Thefollowing sections will describe the degree of ambiguity found in two information retrievaltest collections, and experiments involving word sense weighting, word sense matching, andthe distribution of senses in queries and in the corpora.3 Experimental Results on Lexical AmbiguityAlthough lexical ambiguity is often mentioned in the information retrieval literature as aproblem (cf. [19], [26]), relatively little information is provided about the degree of ambiguityencountered, or how much improvement would result from its resolution.8 We conductedexperiments to determine the e�ectiveness of weighting words by the number of senses theyhave, and to determine the utility of word meanings in separating relevant from non-relevantdocuments. We will �rst provide statistics about the retrieval collections we used, and thendescribe the results of our experiments.3.1 Collection StatisticsInformation retrieval systems are evaluated with respect to standard test collections. Ourexperiments were done on two of these collections: a set of titles and abstracts from Com-munications of the ACM (CACM) [14] and a set of short articles from TIME magazine. Wechose these collections because of the contrast they provide; we wanted to see whether thesubject area of the text has any e�ect on our experiments. Each collection also includes a set7These entries are based not only on the Wall Street Journal corpus, but a corpus of 4100 words takenfrom a geography text.8Weiss mentions that resolving ambiguity in the SMART system was found to improve performance byonly 1 percent, but did not provide any details on the experiments that were involved [34].8



CACM TIMENumber of queries 64 83Number of documents 3204 423Mean words per query 9.46 7.44Mean words per document 94 581Mean relevant documents per query 15.84 3.90Table 1: Statistics on information retrieval test collectionsof natural language queries and relevance judgments that indicate which documents are relev-ant to each query. The CACM collection contains 3204 titles and abstracts9 and 64 queries.The TIME collection contains only 423 documents10 and 83 queries, but the documents aremore than six times longer than the CACM abstracts so the collection overall contains moretext. Table 1 lists the basic statistics for the two collections. We note that there are far fewerrelevant documents per query for the TIME collection than for the CACM collection. Theaverage for CACM does not include the 12 queries that do not have relevant documents.Table 2 provides statistics about the word senses found in the two collections. The meannumber of senses for the documents and queries was determined by a dictionary lookupprocess. Each word was initially retrieved from the dictionary directly; if it was not foundthe lookup was retried, this time making use of a simple morphological analyzer.11 For eachdataset, the mean number of senses is calculated by averaging the number of senses for allunique words (word types) found in the dictionary.The statistics indicate that a similar percentage of the words in the TIME and CACMcollections appear in the dictionary (about 40% before any morphology, and 57 to 65% oncesimple morphology is done),12 but that the TIME collection contains about twice as manyunique words as CACM. Our morphological analyzer primarily does inectional morphology(tense, aspect, plural, negation, comparative, and superlative). We estimate that adding more9Half of these are title only.10The original collection contained 425 documents, but two of the documents were duplicates.11This analyzer is not the same as a `stemmer', which conates word variants by truncating their endings;a stemmer does not indicate a word's root, and would not provide us with a way to determine which wordswere found in the dictionary. Stemming is commonly used in information retrieval systems, however, andwas therefore used in the experiments that follow.12These percentages refer to the unique words (word types) in the corpora. The words that were not inthe dictionary consist of hyphenated forms, proper nouns, morphological variants not captured by the simpleanalyzer, and words that are domain speci�c. 9



CACMUnique Words Word OccurrencesNumber of words in the corpus 10203 169769Number of those words in LDOCE 3922 (38%) 131804 (78%)Including morphological variants 5799 (57%) 149358 (88%)Mean number of senses in the collection 4.7 (4.4 without stop words)Mean number of senses in the queries 6.8 (5.3 without stop words)TIMEUnique Words Word OccurrencesNumber of words in the corpus 22106 247031Number of those words in LDOCE 9355 (42%) 196083 (79%)Including morphological variants 14326 (65%) 215967 (87%)Mean number of senses in the collection 3.7 (3.6 without stop words)Mean number of senses in the queries 8.2 (4.8 without stop words)Table 2: Statistics for word senses in IR test collectionscomplex morphology would capture another 10 percent.The statistics indicate that both collections have the potential to bene�t from disambigu-ation. The mean number of senses for the CACM collection is 4.7 (4.4 once stop words areremoved)13 and 3.7 senses for the TIME collection (3.6 senses without the stop words). Theambiguity of the words in the queries is also important. If those words were unambiguousthen disambiguation would not be needed because the documents would be retrieved basedon the senses of the words in the queries. Our results indicate that the words in the queriesare even more ambiguous than those in the documents.13Stop words are words that are not considered useful for indexing, such as determiners, prepositions,conjunctions, and other closed class words. They are among the most ambiguous words in the language. See[33] for a list of typical stop words. 10



3.2 Experiment 1 - Word Sense WeightingExperiments with statistical information retrieval have shown that better performance isachieved by weighting words based on their frequency of use. The most e�ective weight isusually referred to as TF.IDF, which includes a component based on the frequency of theterm in a document (TF) and a component based on the inverse of the frequency within thedocument collection (IDF) [27]. The intuitive basis for this weighting is that high frequencywords are not able to e�ectively discriminate relevant from non-relevant documents. The IDFcomponent gives a low weight to these words and increases the weight as the words becomemore selective. The TF component indicates that once a word appears in a document, itsfrequency within the document is a reection of the document's relevance.Words of high frequency also tend to be words with a high number of senses. In fact,the number of senses for a word is approximately the square root of its relative frequency[36].14 While this correlation may hold in general, it might be violated for particular wordsin a speci�c document collection. For example, in the CACM collection the word `computer'occurs very often, but it cannot be considered very ambiguous.The intuition about the IDF component can be recast in terms of ambiguity: words whichare very ambiguous are not able to e�ectively discriminate relevant from non-relevant docu-ments. This led to the following hypothesis: weighting words in inverse proportion to theirnumber of senses will give similar retrieval e�ectiveness to weighting based on inverse collec-tion frequency (IDF). This hypothesis is tested in the �rst experiment. Using word ambiguityto replace IDF weighting is a relatively crude technique, however, and there are more appro-priate ways to include information about word senses in the retrieval model. In particular,the probabilistic retrieval model [33, 10, 15] can be modi�ed to include information aboutthe probabilities of occurrence of word senses. This leads to the second hypothesis testedin this experiment: incorporating information about word senses in a modi�ed probabilisticretrieval model will improve retrieval e�ectiveness. The methodology and results of theseexperiments are discussed in the following sections.3.2.1 Methodology of the weighting experimentIn order to understand the methodology of our experiment, we will �rst provide a briefdescription of how retrieval systems are implemented.Information retrieval systems typically use an inverted �le to identify those documents14It should be noted that this is not the same as `Zipf's law', which states that the log of a word's frequencyis proportional to its rank. That is, a small number of words account for most of the occurrences of words ina text, and almost all of the other words in the language occur infrequently.11



which contain the words mentioned in a query. The inverted �le speci�es a document identi-�cation number for each document in which the word occurs. For each word in the query, thesystem looks up the document list from the inverted �le and enters the document in a hashtable; the table is keyed on the document number, and the value is initially 1. If the documentwas previously entered in the table, the value is simply incremented. The end result is thateach entry in the table contains the number of query words that occurred in that document.The table is then sorted to produce a ranked list of documents. Such a ranking is referred toas a `coordination match' and constitutes a baseline strategy. As we mentioned earlier, per-formance can be improved by making use of the frequencies of the word within the collection,and in the speci�c documents in which it occurs. This involves storing these frequencies inthe inverted �le, and using them in computing the initial and incremental values in the hashtable. This computation is based on the probabilistic model, and is described in more detailin the next section.Our experiment compared four di�erent strategies: coordination match, frequency weight-ing, sense weighting, and a strategy that combined frequency and sense weighting based onthe probabilistic model. Retrieval performance was evaluated using two standard measures:Recall and Precision [33]. Recall is the percentage of relevant documents that are retrieved.Precision is the percentage of retrieved documents that are relevant. These measures arepresented as tables of values averaged over the set of test queries.3.2.2 Results of weighting experimentTable 3 shows a comparison of the following search strategies:Coordination match: This is our baseline; documents are scored with respect to the num-ber of words in the query that matched the document.Frequency weighting: This is a standard TF.IDF weighting based on the probabilisticmodel. Each document is ranked according to its probability of relevance, which inturn is speci�ed by the following function:g(x) = Xi2query tfi log pi(1 � qi)(1� pi)qi (1)where x is a vector of binary terms used to describe the document, the summationis over all terms in the query, tfi is the probability that term i is used to index thisdocument, pi is the probability that term i is assigned to a random document fromthe class of relevant documents, and qi is the probability that term i is assigned to a12



random document from the class of non-relevant documents. These probabilities aretypically estimated using the normalized frequency of a word in a document for tfi, therelative frequency of term i in the collection for qi, and a constant value for pi. Usingthese estimates, ranking function (1) is a sum of TF.IDF weights, where the TF weightis tfi, and the IDF weight is (approximately) log 1qi .Sense weighting: Ranking function (1) is used, but the IDF component is replaced by asense weight. This weight was calculated as log 1wi , where wi is the number of sensesof term i in the dictionary normalized by the maximum number of senses for a word inthe dictionary; if a word does not appear in the dictionary, it is assumed to have onlyone sense.Combined: This is a modi�cation of frequency weighting to incorporate a term's degree ofambiguity. Ranking function (1) assumes that the probability of �nding a documentrepresentation x in the set of relevant documents is (assuming independent terms)nYi=1 pxii (1 � pi)1�xiwhere n is the number of terms in the collection. A similar expression is used fornon-relevant documents. Since we are primarily interested in word senses that matchquery senses, a possible modi�cation of this ranking function would be to compute theprobability that the terms in x represent the correct word sense. For a given term, thisprobability is pipis, where pis is the probability of a correct sense. We estimate pis bythe inverse of the number of senses for term i, which assumes that each sense is equallylikely. The resulting ranking function, which is a minor modi�cation of function (1), isg(x) = Xi2query tfi log pi(1� qipis)(1 � pipis)qi (2)The table shows the precision at ten standard levels of recall. In the case of the CACMcollection, 45 of the original 64 queries were used for this experiment.15 The results showthat the �rst hypothesis holds in the TIME collection, but not in the CACM collection. Theresults for sense weighting in the CACM collection are nearly the same as no weighting at15Although the collection contains 64 queries, only 50 are usually used for retrieval experiments. This isbecause some of the queries do not have any relevant documents, and because some are too speci�c (theyrequest articles by a particular author). Five additional queries were omitted from our experiment becauseof an error. 13



CACM TIMERecall Precision (45 queries) Precision (45 queries)coord freq sense comb. coord freq sense comb.10 42.7 52.9 40.0 53.0 59.7 63.4 62.0 64.020 27.5 37.9 29.9 37.6 57.1 60.3 59.7 61.130 21.1 30.9 22.6 31.6 54.9 58.3 57.3 60.740 17.4 26.1 16.6 27.1 50.6 55.5 53.6 57.150 14.8 22.0 12.9 23.0 49.2 53.5 53.2 54.560 11.3 18.5 9.0 18.7 39.1 47.4 46.2 48.370 7.7 10.9 5.0 10.3 35.0 44.8 43.1 46.080 6.1 7.5 4.0 7.2 33.4 43.7 42.4 44.990 4.8 6.3 3.4 6.1 27.9 36.7 35.8 38.3100 4.5 4.9 2.5 4.8 27.6 36.0 35.4 37.5Table 3: Weighting Results for the CACM and TIME collections. The Precisionis shown for ten standard levels of Recall. The �rst column (coord) is abaseline { no weighting. The next three columns reect di�erent weightingstrategies: one based on term frequency, (freq), one based on degree ofambiguity (sense), and the last one is a combination of the two (com-bined).all (the coord result), whereas in the TIME collection, sense weighting and IDF weightinggive similar results.The second hypothesis also holds in the TIME collection, but not in the CACM collection.The modi�ed probabilistic model gave small e�ectiveness improvements for TIME (combvs. freq), but in the CACM collection made virtually no di�erence. This is not unexpected,given the inaccuracy of the assumption of equally likely senses. Better results would beexpected if the relative frequencies of senses in the particular domains were known.3.2.3 Analysis of weighting experimentThe poor performance of sense weighting for the CACM collection raises a number of ques-tions. According to Zipf, the number of senses should be strongly correlated with the square14



root of the word's frequency. We generated a scatterplot of senses vs. postings16 to see ifthis was the case, and the result is shown in Figure 1. The scatterplot shows that most of
Figure 1: Scatterplot for the CACM queriesthe query words appear in a relatively small number of documents. This is not surprising;users will tend to use words that are fairly speci�c. As we expected, it also shows that thereare several words that do not have many senses, but which appear in a large number ofdocuments. What is surprising is the large number of words that are of high ambiguity andlow frequency. We examined those words and found that about a third of them were generalvocabulary words that had a domain speci�c meaning. These are words such as: `passing'(as in `message passing'), `parallel', `closed', `loop', `address', etc. The CACM collectionconstitutes a sublanguage in which these words generally only occur with a domain-speci�csense. We also found several cases where the word was part of a phrase that has a speci�cmeaning, but in which the words are highly ambiguous when considered in isolation, (e.g.`back end', or `high level').These same e�ects were also noticed in the TIME collection, although to a much smaller16`postings' refers to the number of documents in which a word appears; we used this value instead offrequency because it is the value used in the calculation of the IDF component. It is a close approximationto the actual word frequency in the CACM collection because the documents are only titles and abstracts.15



degree. For example, the word `lodge' almost always occurs as a reference to `Henry CabotLodge' (although there is an instance of `Tito's Croation hunting lodge').17 We found that theTIME collection also had problems with phrases. The same phrase that caused a problemin CACM, `high level', also appears in TIME. However, when the phrase appears in CACM,it usually refers to a high level programming language; when it appears in TIME, it usuallyrefers to high level negotiations.Another factor which contributed to the poor results for CACM is the use of commonexpressions in the CACM queries; these are expressions like:18 `I am interested in : : : ', `Iwant articles dealing with : : : ', and `I'm not sure how to avoid articles about : : : '. Whilesome of these words are eliminated via a stop word list (`I', `in', `to'), words such as `interest',`sure', and `avoid' are highly ambiguous and occur fairly infrequently in the collection. Noneof the queries in the TIME collection included these kind of expressions.Some of the e�ects that caused problems with the CACM and TIME collections have alsobeen noticed by other researchers. Keen noticed problems in the ADI collection (a collectionof text on documentation) involving homonyms and inadequate phrasal analysis [19]. Forexample, the word `abstract' was used in a query in the sense of `abstract mathematics',but almost always appeared in the collection in the sense of a document summary.19 Theproblem with common expressions was also noted by Sparck-Jones and Tait: `one does not,for example, want to derive a term for `Give me papers on' : : :They [non-contentful parts ofqueries] are associated with undesirable word senses : : : ' [32].3.3 Experiment 2 - Word Sense MatchingOur experiments with sense weighting still left us with the question of whether indexingby word senses will yield a signi�cant improvement in retrieval e�ectiveness. Our nextexperiment was designed to see how often sense mismatches occur between a query anda document, and how good a predictor they are of relevance. Our hypothesis was that amismatch on a word's sense will happen more often in a non-relevant document than in arelevant one. In other words, incorrect word senses should not contribute to our belief thatthe document is relevant. For example, if a user has a question about `foreign policy', andthe document is about `an insurance policy', then the document is not likely to be relevant(at least with respect to the word `policy').17The TIME collection dates from the early 60's.18Note that since full-text systems do not pay any attention to negation, a query that says `I'm not surehow to avoid articles about : : : ', will get exactly those articles as part of the response.19The exact opposite problem occurred with the CACM collection; one of the queries referred to `abstractsof articles', but `abstract' is often used in the sense of `abstract data types'.16



CACM TIMEQueries examined 45 45Words in queries 426 335Words not in LDOCE 37 (8.7%) 80 (23.9%)Domain speci�c sense 45 (10.5%) 6 (1.8%)Marginal sense 50 (11.7%) 8 (2.4%)Table 4: Statistics on word senses in test collection queriesTo test our hypothesis we manually identi�ed the senses of the words in the queries forboth collections. These words were then manually checked against the words they matched inthe top ten ranked documents for each query (the ranking was produced using a probabilisticretrieval system). The number of sense mismatches was then computed, and the mismatchesin the relevant documents were identi�ed. A subset of 45 of the TIME queries were used forthis experiment, together with the 45 CACM queries used in the sense weighting experiment.The TIME queries were chosen at random.3.3.1 Results of sense matching experimentTable 4 shows the results of an analysis of the queries in both collections.20 For the CACMcollection, we found that about 9% of the query words do not appear in LDOCE at all, andthat another 22% are used either in a domain-speci�c sense, or in a sense that we considered`marginal' (i.e., it violated semantic restrictions, or was used in a sense that was somewhatdi�erent from the one listed in the dictionary). For example, we considered the followingwords to be marginal: `�le', `language', `pattern', and `code'; we will discuss such words inmore detail in the next section. For the TIME collection the results were quite di�erent.About 24% of the query words were not found in LDOCE, and approximately 4% were usedin a domain-speci�c or marginal sense.Table 5 shows the result of comparing the query words against the occurrences of thosewords in the top ten ranked documents. The query words that appeared in those documentsare referred to as `word matches'; they should not be confused with the senses of those words.If the sense of a query word is the same as the sense of that word in the document, it will bereferred to as a `sense match' (or conversely, a `sense mismatch').20The numbers given refer to word tokens in the queries. The percentages for word types are similar.17



CACMAll Docs Relevant DocsNumber 450 116 (25.8%)Word Matches 1644 459 (27.9%)Clear Sense Mismatches 116 8 (7.0%)Technical-General Mismatches 96 6 (6.3%)TIMEAll Docs Relevant DocsNumber 450 101 (22.5%)Word Matches 1964 529 (26.9%)Clear Sense Mismatches 166 20 (12.1%)Number of hit+mismatches 127 29 (22.8%)Table 5: Results of word sense matching experiments. Word Matches refers to theoccurrences of query words in a document. Clear Sense Mismatches arethe number of Word Matches in which the sense used in the query doesnot match the sense used in the document. Technical-General Mismatchesare the number of Word Matches in which it was di�cult to determinewhether the senses matched due to the technical nature of the vocabulary;these rarely occurred in the TIME collection. Hit+Mismatches are theadditional Clear Sense Mismatches that occurred in documents in whichthere was also a sensematch; these rarely occurred in the CACM collectiondue to the length of the documents. The percentages in the Relevant Docscolumn refer to the number of Relevant Docs divided by All Docs.18



The table indicates the number of word matches that were clearly a sense mismatch(e.g., `great deal of interest'/`dealing with'). Occasionally we encountered a word that wasextremely ambiguous, but which was a mismatch on part-of-speech (e.g., `use'/`user'). It wasdi�cult to determine if these words were being used in distinct senses. Since these wordsdid not occur very often, they were not considered in the assessment of the mismatches.A signi�cant proportion of the sense mismatches in both collections was due to stemming(e.g., `arm'/`army', `passive'/`passing', and `code'/`E. F. Codd'). In the CACM collectionthis accounted for 39 of the 116 mismatches, and 28 of the 166 mismatches in the TIMEcollection.Each collection also had problems that were speci�c to the individual collection. In theCACM collection we encountered di�culty because of a general vocabulary word being usedwith a technical sense (e.g., `process' and `distributed'). These are labeled `technical-generalmismatches'. There were 20 sense mismatches that we included in the `clear mismatch'category despite the fact that one (or both) of the words had a technical sense; this wasbecause they clearly did not match the sense of the word in the query (e.g., `parallels betweenproblems'/`parallel processing', `o�-line'/`linear operator', `real number'/`real world'). Thetechnical/general mismatches were cases like `probability distribution' versus `distributedsystem' in which it was di�cult for us to determine whether or not the senses matched.Technical-general mismatches rarely caused a problem in the TIME articles. In contrast,the TIME collection sometimes contained words that were used in several senses in the samedocument, and this rarely occurred in CACM. The number of sense mismatches that occurredin documents in which a sense match also occurred are labeled `hit+mismatches'; `clear sensemismatches' only includes mismatches in which all senses of the word were a mismatch.For each collection the results are broken down with respect to all of the documentsexamined, and the proportion of those documents that are relevant.3.3.2 Analysis of the sense matching experimentThere are a number of similarities and di�erences between the two test collections. In thequeries, about 70% of the words in both collections were found in the dictionary without dif-�culty. However, there are signi�cant di�erences in the remaining 30%. The TIME querieshad a much higher percentage of words that did not appear in the dictionary at all (23.9%versus 8.7%). An analysis showed that approximately 98% of these words were proper nouns(the Longman dictionary does not provide de�nitions for proper nouns). We compared thewords with a list extracted from the Collins dictionary,21 and found that all of them were in-21This was a list composed of headwords that started with a capital letter.19



CACM TIMEConnotation: `parallel' (space vs. time),`�le', `address', `window' `aid' (monetary implication),`suppress' (political overtones)Semantic restrictions: human vs. machine human vs. countryToo general: `relationship'Part-of-speech: `sort', `format', `access' `shake-up'Overspeci�ed entry: `tuning', `hidden'Phrasal lexemes: `back end', `context free',`outer product', `high level' `United States', `left wing',`hot line', `high level'Table 6: Reasons for di�culties in sense match assessmentcluded in the Collins list. We feel that a dictionary such as Longman should be supplementedwith as large a list of general usage proper nouns as possible. Such a list can help identifythose words that are truly domain speci�c.The two collections also showed di�erences with respect to the words that were in thedictionary, but used in a domain speci�c sense. In the CACM collection these were wordssuch as `address', `closed', and `parallel' (which also accounted for di�erent results in ourprevious experiment). In the TIME collection this was typically caused by proper nouns(e.g., `Lodge' and `Park' as people's last names, `China' as a country instead of dinnerware).There were many instances in which it was di�cult to determine whether a word inthe document was a mismatch to the word in the query. We considered such instances as`marginal', and the reasons behind this assessment provide a further illustration of di�erencesas well as similarities between the two collections. These reasons are given in Table 6, andare broken down into `connotation', `semantic restrictions', `too general', `part-of-speech',`overspeci�ed entry', and `phrasal lexeme'. The reasons also account for the entries in Table4 that were labeled `marginal sense'; these are query words that were not an exact match forthe sense given in the dictionary.In the CACM collection, di�erences in connotation were primarily due to a general vocab-ulary word being used in a technical sense; these are words like `�le', `address', and `window'.In the TIME collection the di�erences were due to overtones of the word, such as the im-plication of money associated with the word `aid', or the politics associated with the word`suppress'. Semantic restriction violations occurred when the de�nition speci�ed that a verbrequired a human agent, but a human agent was not used in the given context. This was dueto the use of computers as agents in the CACM collection, and the use of countries as agentsin the TIME collection. Both TIME and CACM use words with a part-of-speech di�erentfrom the one given in the dictionary, but they occur much more often in CACM (e.g., `sort'20



as a noun, and `format' and `access' as verbs; the TIME collection refers to `shake-up' as anoun although the dictionary only lists it as a verb).De�nitions that were too general or too speci�c were also a signi�cant problem. Forexample, the word `relationship' is de�ned in LDOCE as a `connection', but we felt this wastoo general to describe the relationship between countries. There is also another sense thatrefers to family relationships, but this caused di�culty due to connotation. De�nitions wereconsidered too speci�c if they referred to a particular object, or if they carried an implicationof intentionality that was not justi�ed by the context. The former problem is exempli�ed by`tuning', which was de�ned with regard to an engine but in context referred to a database.The latter problem is illustrated by a word like `hidden' in the context `hidden line removal'.Interestingly, problems with generality did not occur with CACM, and problems with overlyspeci�ed entries did not occur with TIME. Finally, as we previously mentioned, there are anumber of words that are best treated as phrasal.Although both collections show a number of di�erences, the overall result of the experi-ment is the same: word senses provide a clear distinction between relevant and non-relevantdocuments (see Table 5). The null hypothesis is that the meaning of a word is not relatedto judgments of relevance. If this were so, then sense mismatches would be equally likelyto appear in relevant and non-relevant documents. In the top ten ranked documents (asdetermined by a probabilistic retrieval system), the proportion that are relevant for CACMis 25.8% (116/450), and for TIME the proportion is 22.5% (110/450). The proportion ofword matches in relevant documents for the two collections is 27.9% and 26.9% respectively.If word meanings were not related to relevance, we would expect that sense mismatcheswould appear in the relevant documents in the same proportions as word matches. That is,sense mismatches should appear in relevant documents in the same proportion as the wordsthat matched from the queries. Instead we found that the mismatches constitute only 7% ofthe word matches for the CACM collection, and 12.1% of the word matches for TIME. Weevaluated these results using a chi-square test and found that they were signi�cant in bothcollections (p < .001). We can therefore reject the null hypothesis.We note that even when there were di�culties in assessing a match, the data shows a cleardi�erence between relevant and non-relevant documents. Sense match di�culties are muchmore likely to occur in a non-relevant document than in one that is relevant. Most of thedi�culties with CACM were due to technical vocabulary, and Table 5 shows the proportionof these matches that appear in relevant documents. The di�culties occurred less often withthe TIME collection, only 38 instances in all. However, only 4 of those instances are indocuments that are relevant.Our results have two caveats. The �rst is related to multiple sense mismatches. Whena word in a query occurred in a CACM abstract, it rarely occurred with more than one21



meaning. In the TIME collection, 6.5% of the word matches were `hit+mismatch'; these weresense mismatches in which the document also contained a sense of the word that did match thequery. We found that 22.8% of these mismatches occurred in relevant documents versus anexpected 26.9%. This does not constitute enough of a di�erence to reject the null hypothesis.In other words, as long as the article contained at least one occurrence of the correct sense, itwas just as likely to be relevant as a document in which all occurrences of the word had thecorrect sense. If all of the occurrences of the word in the article had the wrong sense, then thearticle was signi�cantly less likely to be relevant. However, even in cases of `hit+mismatch',it might still be useful to know about the mismatches. This is because retrieval performancecan be improved by weighting words by their within-document frequency (see Section 4.2).The basis for this weighting is that once a query word occurs in a document, its frequencywithin the document is an indicator of the word's importance. If some of the instances ofthe word are sense mismatches, we might discount them as contributing to that frequencyon the grounds that they are not indicators of the same sense. We expect that this wouldhave more of an e�ect on the retrieval of full-text documents than on collections that consistof just titles and abstracts. In addition, it is often the case in full-text documents that wewould like to identify which passages are most relevant; it is possible that the sections ofthe document that contain mismatches do not contribute a relevant passage and could bediscounted in such an assessment.The second caveat relates to the number of sense mismatches we found. The data indicatesthat sense mismatches constitute 7 to 13% of the word matches in the CACM collection(depending on whether technical-general sense mismatches are included), and about 8.5%22of the word matches in the TIME collection. If these results are a reection of the entireranking, distinguishing word meanings would probably not make a signi�cant improvementin performance.One explanation for the high degree of matching is that some senses may occur veryfrequently; if the sense of the word given in the query is a frequent sense, it would be expectedto match the corpus a high percentage of the time. This frequency might be a reection ofthe word's distribution in English, or it might be due to the sublanguage of the collection.For example, although the word `prime' is ambiguous, it almost always occurs in the sense`prime number' in CACM, and almost always in the sense `primeminister' in TIME. Anotherexplanation is that the high degree of matching was due to word collocation. The documentswe examined were the top ten ranked documents for each query. These documents have themost words in common with the query; because the words are related to each other (by virtue22They actually constitute 15% of the word matches, but 6.5% are `hit+mismatches' that do not show adi�erence between relevant and non-relevant documents.22



of being part of a query that has an overall meaning), this tends to provide constraints ontheir meanings. Our hypothesis is that we will be more likely to get a mismatch on documentsthat have only one word in common with a query than on those in which many words are incommon. Approximately 75% of the documents retrieved for the CACM queries have onlyone word in common with the query. For the TIME collection, about 54% of the documentshave only one word in common.23 We therefore have the potential for eliminating a largenumber of non-relevant documents.We tried to conduct an experiment to test whether the above hypothesis was correct,but this proved di�cult to do. We wanted to determine whether sense mismatches occurmore often in the documents below the top ten, and whether they still give a good separationbetween those that are relevant and those that are non-relevant. However, the number ofwords in a query varies considerably, as does the number of documents retrieved in response.We were unable to �nd a range of ranks which consistently contained relevant documents aswell as documents with only a few words in common with the query.The top ranked documents have a large number of words in common with the query anddisambiguation is not likely to have much of an e�ect on how these documents are ranked.However, we wanted to gain a better understanding of how the separation achieved by wordsenses would be reected in improved performance. Because sense mismatches are muchmore likely to appear in non-relevant documents, we eliminated every document from the topten that contained a mismatch on any query word. The precision was determined for eachset of ten documents and averaged over all of the queries examined. This was compared withthe average precision after removing the documents that contain a mismatch. The result wasthat the precision increased from 26 to 34.5% for the CACM collection, and from 22.4% to23.3% for the TIME collection.3.4 Experiment 3 - Word Sense DistributionWhat seems necessary is a way to identify those words that are worth disambiguating. Somewords are theoretically very ambiguous, but because one of their senses occurs very often,in practice they can be considered as being `relatively unambiguous'. In addition, we werestill left with the question of why sense matches occur so often; was it due to collocation,or to the distribution of senses in the collection? To make this assessment we examineda KWIC index of the entire CACM collection. A KWIC index is a listing of the words inthe collection, sorted alphabetically, with each word appearing on its own line along withthe context in which it appears. For each word in the queries for the CACM collection, we23This �gure is probably lower because of the larger number of documents in the CACM collection, half ofwhich consist of only a title. 23



examined the KWIC index and made an estimate of the distribution of the senses for thatword.24The analysis of the corpus distribution was not easy to do. We needed to consider notonly the occurrence of the word form, but also any morphological variations and whetherthose variations had a sense that was signi�cantly di�erent from the root. Dictionaries recog-nize these di�erences and will list a variant separately if it has a distinct meaning. Examplesare words like `essential' and `essentially', `multiple' and `multiplication', and `product' and`production'. As with the previous experiment, we needed to be concerned with sense dis-tinctions even if they were not reected in the dictionary (due to the technical nature ofthe text). For example, the word `complex' is conated with the word `complexity' by thestemmer used in the retrieval system, and would also be conated by most morphologicalanalysis routines. However, `complex' is almost always used in CACM to refer to a complexnumber, and `complexity' refers to a concept in theoretical computer science. Such variationwas also a problem in the previous experiment, but in this experiment we were faced withevery variation of the word throughout the corpus.3.4.1 Results of the sense distribution experimentThe results of our experiment are given in Table 7 and 8. The �rst table shows the proportionin which each sense appears in the corpus. For purposes of comparison we also give thedistribution of senses within the queries themselves. The data shows that the distribution inthe queries is a reection of the distribution over the entire corpus. Approximately 74% ofthe senses are either sense 1, sense 2, or domain speci�c. As we mentioned in the previoussection, some of the senses were di�cult to assess and they were categorized as `marginal'.The domain speci�c senses are either words that are not in LDOCE at all (e.g., `stochastic',`database', `robotics'), which rarely have more than one sense, or else are words like `address'and `loop', which are in LDOCE but are being used in a technical sense. The most noticabledi�erence between the queries and the corpus is that the corpus contains a higher proportionof general vocabulary words that are used in a technical sense (and a correspondingly lowerproportion of words that are not found in the dictionary at all).The data in Table 7 also provides empirical evidence that the senses in the Longmandictionary are ordered by frequency. The �rst sense listed in the dictionary constitutesapproximately 40% of all senses in the queries and in the corpus. This might have been theresult of many words with only one sense, but Table 8 indicates that this was the case foronly 14% of the query words. Some dictionaries do not order their senses by frequency, but24We did not analyze the sense distribution for the TIME collection.24



Queries (n=306) Corpus (n=480)Sense 1 132 (43.1%) 198 (41.3%)Sense 2 31 (10.1%) 60 (12.5%)Sense 3 17 (5.6%) 35 (7.3%)Sense 4 6 (2.0%) 13 (2.7%)Sense 5 5 (1.5%) 8 (1.7%)Sense > 5 14 (4.6%) 10 (2.1%)Marginal 38 (12.4%) 45 (9.4%)Domain Speci�c (in LDOCE) 27 (8.8%) 67 (14%)Domain Speci�c (non LDOCE) 36 (11.8%) 34 (7.1%)Table 7: Distribution of senses within CACM queries and corpus. Each row indic-ates the number of occurrences of the �rst sense listed in the dictionary,the second sense, etc. (n is the number of unique senses in each dataset).Corpus (n=295) LDOCE (n=295)One sense 133 (45.1%) 43 (14.6%)Two senses 83 (28.1%) 45 (15.3%)Three senses 26 (8.8%) 32 (10.8%)Four senses 12 (4.1%) 26 (8.8%)Five senses 2 (0.7%) 18 (6.1%)Six senses 2 (0.7%) 10 (3.4%)More than six senses 0 84 (28.5%)Not in LDOCE 37 (12.5%) 37 (12.5%)Table 8: Number of senses for CACM query words. Each row indicates the numberof occurrences of words with the given number of senses (n is the numberof unique words in the queries; morphological variants are conated unlessthe variant appears in the dictionary).25



by the chronological order in which they entered the language. Although it is not shownhere, the TIME queries show a very similar breakdown in the proportion of senses. Theseproportions can be useful in a disambiguation system if we are otherwise unable to determinewhich sense is correct.Our examination of the KWIC index also provided us with data about how many senseswere observed for each word, and the relative proportion for each sense. In addition, wedetermined the number of senses each word has in the dictionary. These �gures are given inTable 8 and provide a comparison of the number of senses indicated by the dictionary versusthe number that were actually observed. Some words had more senses than are indicated bythe dictionary due to their use in technical senses. The observed senses are a lower boundon the number that are actually in the corpus; some distinctions may have been glossedover because of the large number of senses we examined. We also ignored any senses thatappeared less than 1 percent of the time. Our aim was to obtain a rough indication of howsenses were distributed in the corpus, and to determine whether the results of our previousexperiment were due to collocation or to sense distribution.Table 8 shows that there is considerable ambiguity even in a specialized database; over40% of the query words were found to have more than one sense. Although words in the corpusappear to have a mean of 4.4 senses based on a dictionary look-up (see Table 2), the meannumber of senses based on our observations is only 1.6. However, the �rst mean includesany uses that are idiomatic, and these are fairly rare in practice. We noted a few idiomaticuses in our examination of the KWIC index, but they made up such a small percentage ofthe overall uses that they were not counted. The dictionary also includes separate senses foreach phrasal verb25 as well as any distinctions within that category. These uses can accountfor a large number of the senses attributed to a word. We were not able to determine howoften phrasal verbs occurred because they are mixed in with non-phrasal uses of the verb,and the overall frequency is very high.Finally, we identi�ed the proportion of words that would be worth disambiguating. Theseare words that fall into one of two categories:1. The word does not have any senses in a skewed distribution (where we de�ned `skewed'to mean that one of the senses occurs 80% of the time or more). We term these words`uniformly ambiguous'.2. The word has a skewed distribution, but the query sense is one of the senses in theminority.25A phrasal verb is a verb that is followed by a preposition or an adverb (jointly referred to as `particles'),and in which the two words together make up one lexical unit (e.g., `take up', `look at', `give in', etc.). Theparticle may or may not be adjacent to the verb, and occasionally may even be omitted.26



Our analysis showed that 46 words (15.6%) were in the �rst category, and 26 words (8.8%)were in the second category. However, these percentages refer to the breakdown of word types,and our previous experiment was concerned with word tokens. We examined the number oftokens for these words and found that the proportion of tokens they represented was almostidentical.We repeated our previous experiment in which we eliminated every document from thetop ten that contained a mismatch on any query word. However, this time we only consideredthe subset of the mismatches that involved the words we identi�ed as `worth disambiguating'.The result was that the average precision increased from 26% to 28.6%. This was not as muchof an improvement as in the previous experiment because we only considered a subset of themismatches, and because we did not consider all of the mismatches caused by stemming.3.4.2 Analysis of sense distribution experimentThe aim of this experiment was to determine the reason behind the high degree of matchingin our previous results. Was it due to the e�ect of collocation, or to the distribution of sensesin the corpus? The data shows that both e�ects were at work. Approximately 24% of theword occurrences have a likelihood of a mismatch (either they are uniformly ambiguous, orthey are relatively unambiguous but have a query sense with a minority usage). Instead wefound that sense mismatches constitute only 13% of the pairings between a query word anda word in a document.26As we mentioned earlier, approximately 75% of the documents retrieved for the CACMqueries have only one word in common with the query. We can expect that distinguishing themeanings of these words would remove many of them from the ranking and therefore lead toan improvement in performance. This improvement would be most noticeable at the lowestlevels of recall. Improvement at higher levels of recall might also be possible if we augmentthe query using a thesaurus, but only include words that are used with a relevant sense.4 ConclusionPrevious work on lexical ambiguity has dealt with only a small number of words, a restrictedrange of senses, or both. Although the information retrieval literature has noted that wordsense ambiguity is a problem, very little work has been done to determine how often it occursand how much impact it has on performance.26This �gure includes mismatches due to words in the general vocabulary being used with a technical sense.27



Our �rst experiment was concerned with weighting words by the number of senses theyhave. This was done in order to gain a better understanding of the relationship betweenword frequency and ambiguity. The experiment showed that word sense weighting improvedretrieval e�ectiveness by a small amount in one collection, and made no di�erence in theother. We determined that this was partially due to general vocabulary words being used ina technical sense, and this led to the observation that an anomalous frequency distributioncan be useful for detecting domain speci�c word senses.Our next experiment was concerned with determining how often the sense of words in aquery match the senses of those words in a document. This experiment shows that there is avery strong correlation between the meaning of words in a query, the meaning of those wordsin a document, and judgments of relevance. Word sense mismatches are far more likely toappear in non-relevant documents than in those that are relevant. Word sense matches were,however, very frequent, and the reason for the high degree of matching was not clear. It maybe due to the e�ect of word collocation in the set of documents we examined (which hadthe most words in common with the query), or the distribution of senses in the corpus. Weanalyzed a KWIC index of the corpus and determined that both factors were contributing.Approximately 24% of the words were likely to have a mismatch, but mismatches make uponly 13% of the query-word/document-word pairs.Word sense mismatches also show a signi�cant di�erence between the two collections weexamined. In one collection, if a word appears in a document at all, it almost always appearswith the same sense. In the other collection there were a number of documents in which aword occurs with several senses. We found that as long as the document contains at least oneoccurrence of the sense of a word from the query, the likelihood of relevance is not a�ected.If all of the senses of those words are a mismatch, the document is unlikely to be relevant.We believe that resolving word senses will have the greatest impact on a search thatrequires a high level of recall. This is because such searches retrieve many documents thathave only one word in common with the query. Lexical ambiguity is not a signi�cant problemin documents that have a large number of words in common with a query. Nevertheless,there are several reasons why we believe that disambiguation is worthwhile. First, the testcollections we used are both on particular subject areas; we expect that with other textdatabases, such as patents or dissertation abstracts, ambiguity will be more of a problem.Second, the words in the queries were matched against the words in the text via a processcalled \stemming" (essentially truncation of the word endings). This process does not captureall of the variants a word can have, and thus some documents will not be retrieved due toa failure to match on a variant (for example, `actor' will not match `act' or `actress'). Suchvariants are based not on the word, but on the sense of the word. Third, a query often doesnot contain all of the words that might be used to �nd relevant documents. Disambiguation28



has the potential for improving precision for low recall searches via the use of a sense-disambiguated thesaurus. Fourth, distinguishing word senses may be useful for highlightingthe relevant passages in full-text documents. Finally, the senses of the words is only onefactor a�ecting relevance. The relationships that those words have to one another is alsoimportant. Determining these relationships is likely to require the use of a natural languageparser, and knowing the senses in which the words are used serves as an important constrainton the parse. Although the words may only be used with a small number of senses (relative tothe number they have in the dictionary), we do not know in advance which particular senseswill be used within a given collection of text. Word sense disambiguation is also importantin other areas of natural language processing such as machine translation and text critiquing.5 Current and Future WorkThe work reported in this paper was done in order to get a better understanding of lexicalambiguity, and the e�ect that it has on information retrieval. An accurate assessment ofthe impact of word senses on performance will require the implementation of a system fordisambiguation. We also wish to determine which aspects of a word's meaning have thegreatest bene�t in determining its sense. Our approach is based on treating the informationassociated with dictionary senses (part-of-speech, subcategorization, word collocations, etc.)as multiple sources of evidence. We will be investigating how well each source discriminatessenses, how well it can be identi�ed with a word in context, and how much improvementit makes in the performance of a retrieval system. The sources will �rst be examined inde-pendently, and they will then be combined to see how much improvement is gained throughconsensus.AcknowledgmentsThis work has been supported by the O�ce of Naval Research under University ResearchInitiative Grant N00014-86-K-0746, by the Air Force O�ce of Scienti�c Research, undercontract 90-0110, and by NSF Grant IRI-8814790. We wish to thank Longman Group, Ltd.for making the machine-readable version of the Longman dictionary available to us, and toCollins Publishers and Robert France for providing us with the list of proper nouns from theCollins English Dictionary. We would also like to thank David Lewis and Howard Turtle formaking comments on a draft version of this paper.29
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